
KEEP CALM 

and

Follow Traffic Rules



We are students from school № 525 with extensive course of  English Saint-

Petersburg, Russia. We have decided to take part in this project because we wanted 

to find out how well students in our school know traffic rules, witch ones cause 

difficulties and raise awareness of  children's responsible road safety behaviour.



The first part “Brainstorming 

and choosing a problem”

Every day pupils have to walk the distance from home to school 

and usually this way isn’t safe. They cross streets, go to school by 

bus or cycle. That’s why we have chosen the problem of  

children’s road safety behaviour. In our opinion the problem is 

not how well they know traffic rules but how often they follow 

them. That’s why we have chosen the problem of  children’s road 

safety behaviour.



The second part “Testing”
We’ve decided to find out 

common mistakes that children 

make crossing streets. To do that 

we did a short research on the 

problem. We created a simple 

questionnaire and tested our

students’ knowledge of  

traffic rules. After a short 

analysis we highlighted the 

rules with the most frequent 

errors and began to work on 

them.



The third part “Making a video”

We took these situations and created 

a video to show common mistakes, 

safety behaviour in different 

situations and to remind that the 

road is a place of  increased danger.

We gave advice and raise 

awareness of  children's 

responsible road safety 

behaviour.



The fourth part “Presentation”

We showed our video and presentation to our students. After it we 

came to the conclusion that our project was significant and informative 

because we gave information not only about traffic rules in general, we 

discussed the rules that our students were interested in.



The fifth part “Road safety display”
In order to spread information 

about road safety behaviour among 

your pupils we created a road safety 

display where presented traffic 

rules which can be useful and 

informative on the eve of  summer 

holidays. 



The sixth part “Web site”

Finally, we created a web site  

http://pr13r4k.site/ and 

posted all information about 

us, our project and its 

results. Each person can 

find the link to our project 

on the official school 

website 

http://525school.ru/index.

php?option=com_content&

view=category&layout=blog

&id=25&Itemid=45 and 

follow it. We hope it can 

help to attract people’s 

attention to the problem of  

road safety. 

http://http/pr13r4k.site/
http://525school.ru/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=25&Itemid=45


Our web site
It consists of  some parts and there are different opportunities to  

raise awareness of  children's responsible road safety behaviour. 

You can find 

information 

about our 

project, its 

purpose and  

results



There is an online 

TEST there you can 

check out your traffic 

rules knowledge.

Click “Проверить” 

“Check answers” and 

have a look at your 

mistakes, if  there are 

ones

Сheck how well you know the traffic rules



If  you want to get 

more information 

about traffic rules or 

learn some of  them

click “Traffic rules” 

There you can enjoy

funny pictures and  

find useful tips or 

rules



Moreover, find 

the part “Media” 

and watch our 

video, there are 

different photos 

which show  how 

our project was 

making. 



Feedback

To involve people to the process of  following traffic rules.  

We have a task for our visitors, they can click “Media” and find in there. 

Their opinion is important for us, may be together we can find the

reasons of broken traffic rules and try to cope with it in our area. 

And that’s the idea for the next our project)



Thanks for your attention

School № 525 with extensive course of  English 

Saint-Petersburg, Russia 


